
Alternative HOT SPOTS 2014 

Travel writer Manchán Magan is never one to follow the crowd and he 

wants the rest of us to follow suit... 

 
Thus the top locations (and my alternative recommendations) are:  
1. BOLIVIA Brazil, because of the World Cup. I wish to look at nearby BOLIVIA 
instead. 
2.YORKSHIRE Scotland, because of their Homecoming. I wish to look at 
YORKSHIRE instead, as the Tour de France will begin there. 
3 MALAYSIA For people going to see relatives in Australia, rather than stopping 
off in Singapore or Dubai, I wish to recommend MALAYSIA.  
4. CHENGDU China, because its tourists are becoming too ubiquitous in Europe. 
I wish to look at CHENGDU, instead of Beijing/Shanghai. 
5. MAYO I’ll also look at MAYO and, if there’s time FERMANAGH, now that 
the G8 won’t be there this year.  
6 ZAMBIA The media are all saying we must travel to South Africa this year to 
honour Mandela’s memory. I wish to recommend ZAMBIA. 
7. FERMANAGH – this needs to be the year we get to know Northern Ireland 
better, starting in Fermanagh, now that the G8 circus has moved on 
8. Ryanair has flights to Almeria and Lisbon – both worth checking out.  

 
BOLIVIA 
Bolivia may be one of the poorest countries in South America, but its cultural wealth, the 

vastly differing Amazonian and Andean landscapes, and the remnants of mysterious ancient 
civilizations make it a rich and exciting destination. It's the highest and most isolated of the Latin 
American republics - sometimes compared to Tibet. It is also the most indigenous country on 
the continent, with more than 50% of the population maintaining traditional values and beliefs – 
an ancient culture that needs to be seen now before it dies. 

TREKS AND RIVER TRAILS: Plunging walking trails from the Andes down to the 
edge of the Amazon, multiday journeys follow ancient Inca paving, make this one of the world’s 
top trekking destinations, while trips along rivers deep in the heart of the Amazon take you past 
the riotous barks of monkeys and a thriving mass of biodiversity. 

CULTURE: There are at-risk cultures and languages that could disappear within our 
lifetime, with traditions and beliefs that reach back to the Inca Kings and Tiwanaku cosmologist 
priests. 

 
LA PAZ –the highest capitol city in the world, 3,600m.  The glacier capped Andes, at 

6,400m, loom above. The indigenous campesino women come sell in the market wearing their 
black felt bowler hats. It’s the most atmospheric & medieval city I’ve ever been to.  The witches 
market offers brews and concoctions to satisfy all needs. Outside the city you see men following 
ox-ploughs, Quechua women with stovepipe hats carrying their burdens slung in bright red and 
turquoise cloths. I think the San Pedro prison tour has recently been shut down. 

 
Uyuni Salt Flats -  Utterly mesmerising – a blindingly bright, savage empty beauty 

stretching for miles. You see nothing else but salt, even some of the few hotesl are made of salt 



blocks. It’s the world's largest salt flat,12,000 sq km, at a 3653m, the remains of a prehistoric salt 
lake that once covered most of southwest Bolivia.  

Here and there are these jewel-like delicately coloured mineral lakes (white, red, deep 
green, and bright blue)– totally mind-blowing. Most of the lakes also large flocks of three 
varieties of pink flamenco! 

 The deep blue sky of the high Andean desert contrasts vividly against the pristine white 
salt sands – phenomenal sunsets and sunrises with the white sands reflecting a rainbow of 
colours. There’s one hill covered in cactus, which are 1000 year old. Occasionally one sees local 
campesinos harvesting the salt with picks and shovels. 

 
Copacabana & Lake Titicaca an incongruous splash of sapphire amid the stark plains of 

the Altiplano. A vital place in the Inca mythology and creation myth It’s a remnant of an ancient inland 
sea, The snow-topped peaks of the Cordillera Real complete the magical landscape. The reed boats 
and the floating island offer a glimpse of a dying world 

 
Potosi Silver Mine: a 400 year old town of faded old Colonial buildings that used to be 

South America’s richest city. It is said that during the 16th century the Spanish crown extracted so 
much silver from the mines of Potosi, Bolivia, that a bridge could be built with it connecting 
Potosi all the way to Spain. The streets were said to be literally paved with silver - and aristocrats 
living it up as really as Louis back in Versailles.  

Visiting the mines now is one of the most controversial tourist experiences, and will seer 
itself into one’s memories. You hike up through a gravelly landscape of cactus, dry arroyos, mud-
coloured villages and then descend two miles below the earth through tiny tunnels in order to 
see first-hand the abysmal conditions workers – many of them as young as 13 – must endure for 
up to 10 hours a day. Is it exploitative and voyeurism? It gives one  a true sense of the reality 
behind one’s jewelry. 

On most of the tours one buys dynamite and coca leaves to give the miners at presents, 
but better to bring them fresh food. The tours can be lethally dangerous, with dynamite going 
off, toxic fumes, run away carts, but it shows one reality. You get an acetylene lamp and a frayed 
nylon jacket, and must crouch along a winding, tunnel into the depths of the hill, breathing hard 
at an altitude of nearly 15,000ft. 

The mining is done by men who are mostly illiterate and who have no idea of safe 
engineering practices. Many will be dead before they reach our age. They must place the Devil 
God, El Tio with offerings daily with liquor and coca leaves.  A hole 20 inches deep is drilled by 
hand and a stick of dynamite inserted. A long fuse is attached. The miner withdraws, hoping the 
explosion does not collapse the mine. If all goes well he returns to collect the silver ore to sell. 

 
 
YORKSHIRE (not Scotland) 
SCOTLAND - 2014's Homecoming will be a feast of caber-tossing at the Highland 

Games, reenactment of the medieval Battle of Bannockburn,  the Commonwealth Games in 
Glasgow in July, and Ryder Cup in Gleneagles in September's, and bigger and better Edinburgh 
festival in August, and Whisky Month in the Highlands in May.  

All that sounds like fun, but consider instead going to YORKSHIRE where the Tour de 
France kicks off in July. 

 
 YORKSHIRE - Yorkshire now has more Michelin-starred restaurants than any other 

county outside London. This welcoming region of rugged moorlands, heritage homes and cosy 
pubs is definitely the most interesting region. God’s Own Country, as they might say in a Hovis 
ad. It’s vast - divided into four separate counties: South Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, North 
Yorkshire and the East Riding of Yorkshire. The last of these is the only geographical hangover 
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from the far-off days of the Danelaw, the 9th-century Viking-governed region that roughly 
covered the same territory when the notion of ‘England’ as we know it didn’t even exist. 

The landscape is amazing  - dark moors, brooding hills that roll their way to the dramatic 
cliffs of the coast. Amazing trails winding through abbeys, castles, historic houses, medieval cities 
and big industrial cities/ 

I’ve never been, and am dying to go. Last year a poll revealed the North Yorkshire spa 
town of Harrogate was the happiest place in Britain. Bradford has become the world’s first 
Unesco City of Film, a new state-of-the-art gallery in Wakefield is giving London a run for its 
money 

The people are utterly unique - ‘them up north’. The clichés say they are proud, 
industrious, hard-living and terribly opinionated about all subjects great and small. How true is 
this? It’s said that they can be tough nuts to crack but they’re a warm and welcoming bunch that 
don’t stand on ceremony and dispel all notions of the English as cool and distant. Yorkshire’s 
local athletes helped the county clock up more medals in the 2012 London Olympics than entire 
countries such as South Africa, Spain and even the 2016 hosts, Brazil. 

 
 
MAYALSIA & Borneo (not Singapore or Dubai) 
This multiracial, multicultural, multi-religious country deserves more of our attention, if 

only for the orang-utans and the Borneo jungle culture. What makes it special is the unusual mix 
of mix of Malay, Chinese, Indian, Buddhist and Muslim influences, and that it’s actually in 2 
different locations -  half of the country is on a peninsula between Thailand and Singapore, and 
the other half across the South China Sea on the island of Borneo (which is shares with 
Indonesia and Brunei).   

KUALA LUMPER - is the main attraction on the mainland – a place glitzy sky-scrappers 
and designer malls favoured by affluent Muslim teens from all over Asia in Gucci headscarves 
and their Ferrari-driving boyfriends. The sheer ostentatious swagger of these malls heaving with 
Swarovski, Burberry, Armani and Dunhill is extraordinary.  

ORANG-UTANS – One goes to Malaysia for the orang-utans in Borneo – these are in 
Nature Reserves, but there are no fences, and laughing or crying at the wrong time could trigger 
an attack. One sees photos of gruesome wounds inflicted on past visitors. It’s a sobering thought 
as these shaggy, 100kg orange-brown orang-utans approach high overhead, swinging dozily 
through the trees. One young male began to pee down on top of me from a mango tree - in his 
defence I was told that he was a rescued orphan whose mother had been killed by a member of 
our species. (Malaysian Borneo is divided into two states Sarawak and Sabah – both rich in 
wildlife and rainforest.) 

The most startling thing about these Wild Men of Borneo is the complexity of their 
emotions, shifting from sardonic disregard, to forlorn meditation to playful aggression, all while 
hanging upside-down scratching themselves with bushy fingers. It’s no wonder they sparked 
Darwin’s first suspicions of evolution, or that Queen Victoria remarked that they were “painfully 
and disagreeably human" after having tea with one.  The apes at the centre all had histories 
worthy of soap opera – orphaned on falling from a logged tree clinging to their mothers who 
cushioned the fall; adopted by childless couples and reared as human babies; kept as pets by 
jungle labourers. 

LONGHOUSE CUTLURE - The reason to visit now is to experience traditional long-
house culture before it dies -  tribes live in communal buildings of bamboo, palm or timber in 
which dozens of families live side-by-side, in separate sleeping enclosures, sharing a common 
corridor for the daytime activities of weaving, bead-making, tool-carving, net-mending, food 
preparation, etc. The lure of easy money from palm oil plantations and rice farming means they 
are abandoning their traditional way of life, except at tribal gatherings and for paying tourists.  

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/destinationRedirector?atlasId=358869


RIVER TRIPS - There are great river trips to be done on boats, seeing proboscis 
monkeys, silver-leaf langurs, monitor lizards, flying foxes, crocodiles and a spectacular display of 
fireflies that lit up the forest like Christmas trees. And phenomenal highland jungle hiking in the 
Kelabit highlands, a frontier jungle area. 

One can stay in an Iban longhouse (Sarawak’s largest ethnic group once known for their 
headhunting proclivities) You reach them by boat and then hope a chief will grant you 
permission to ascend into the longhouse’s ruai (common area). This is where it all happens: 
eating, rice-wine drinking, gossiping, dancing... the Iban like to party, so don’t count on much 
sleep. 

 
CHENGDU, China  - Not Beijing/Shanghai 
We need to get to know China, and it’s grand to visit Beijing & Shanghai, but really we 

should try and get to know the interior – cities like Chengdu and Kunming, both are great stop-
overs on the way to Tibet by train, but they are glorious, relaxed, cultural cities in their own right. 

 Chengdu is a city of 14 million people in Sichuan province. It’s modern, but still very 
relaxed, with gorgeous green swathes of ginko and habiscus, lush old tea garden, tree-draped 
streets and parks with tai-chi practioners, men with birdcages and chess players, traditional 
wooden architecture & ancient temples and bicycles are still as plentiful as cars, though pollution 
is terrible, as in all China. 

The highlight, of course is the Panda Breeding and Research Centre - visit during 
morning feeding time and to see them nibble bamboo. You can even hold a baby bear for a 
small donation.. Also the spiciest food in China- Sichuan hot pots and street snacks, best tasted 
at the outdoor markets. It’s also becoming famous for its art, hosting its 5th Biennale. BA have 
direct flights. 

Side trips out to Leshan Grand Buddha rock statue and Jiuzhaigou Valley with its 
dazzling emerald lakes, silken waterfalls and conic karst land forms are worth it. 

 
 
MAYO 
MAYO – everyone talks of the magic of the Green Way, but there are at least 20 more 

equally gorgeous trails there, through the Ox Mountains, up around Cahertheigue, around 
Ballycastle with its wonderful artists residence, Foxford along the Moy, Ballina out to Belleek 
Estate,  InishBiggle Island,  the trails around Tourmiceady and even through Cong towards 
Clonbur in Galway are just stunning.  

The Erris Peninsula and Bellmullet is a fantastic lost world. The Ceidhe Fields will blow 
your mind. Ballycroy National Park is pure wild, wilderness. The infrastructure around Croagh 
Patrick has been really improved and a gorgeous beach nearby. Killala had a potent international 
Irish-French festival this year.   

Westport gets all the attention but Castlebar and Ballinrobe are very special places in 
their own right.  

 
 
ZAMBIA & ZIMBABWE  - NOT SOUTH AFRICA 
The travel experts are all talking about South Africa this year in honour of Mandela’s 

memory, but he was a symbol of all Africa, and he’d like people to get to know other parts of it – 
cheaper, safer, more beautiful parts. 

General Assembly of the UN World Tourism Organization 2013 was held at Victoria 
Falls - the raw power of the falls, the spray, the rumble and surrounding beauty are spectacular. 
They are between both Zambia and Zimbabwe - Vic Falls (Zimbabwe side) and Livingstone 
(Zambia side). 



People are still reluctant to go to Zimbabwe – they shouldn’t be. It’s very stable and 
prices are so reasonable. Since the US dollar replaced the much-maligned Zimbabwean dollar, 
the economy has recovered from years of hyperinflation – making 2014 the best time to visit in 
15 years. 

One goes there for the wildlife – for raw, unpackaged Africa.. Luangwa National Park is 
astounding. Wildlife protected areas cover about one-third of Zambia’s total landmass, ensuring 
ample space for spotting lion, elephant, Cape buffalo, leopard and rhinoceros. 

 
FERMANAGH 
FERMANAGH – In 2014 we need to start engaging more with Northern Ireland, 

Fermangh is the perfect place to start -  a third of it is water and the county has a third of 
Northern Ireland’s forestry. The whole magical water world realm of Fermanagh entrances one. 
Wherever you turn are pristine lakes, dense forest and richly wooded islands scattered with 
ecclesiastical antiquities. 

HIGHLIGHTS - Cuilcagh Mountain Park- wild moorland with hares and hawks, but no 
humans. The Magho Cliffs, where you can climb through the Nordic thicket of Lough Navar 
Forest overlooking Lower Lough Erne. It felt like the wilds of Alaska,  

Boa Island, Crum Castle, the ancient statues on White Island, Marble Arch Caves Global 
Geopark, which is a UNESCO-designated area of exceptional geological heritage, located 
temptingly near Neven Maguire’s restaurant in Blacklion. Belle Isle, a lost aqueous world of 
waterfowl and aquatint reedy meadows, feels unchanged since parts of the Annals of Ulster were 
written there in the 15th century 

 
RYANAIR FLIGHTS TO ALMERIA AND LISBON  

The coast of Almería in eastern Andalucia is perhaps the last section of Spain’s Mediterranean 
coast where you can have a beach to yourself. This is Spain’s sunniest region – even in late 
March it can be warm enough to strip off and take in the rays.  

Lisbon needs to be experienced by everyone, just in case, it ever finally decides to do itself up 
and lose all its charm. Gothic cathedrals, majestic monasteries and quaint museums down narrow 
lanes and lovely backstreets. The bright yellow trams are impossibly picturesque, with Lisboêtas 
living in the old quarters, much as they’ve done for centuries. You must experience the relaly 
authentic fadistas (proponents of fado, the traditional melancholic singing), Great music of all sorts 
in the Barrio Alto. And make sure to take the local train out to Sintra for a swim.  

Manchán’s own selection from any KLM destination 
My pick would have to be BEIJING - a chaotic medley of 21st century 

cutting-edge architecture, wide boulevards, grim Maoist/Stalinesque public 
buildings and the ancient classical cultural treasures, whose imposing features give 
no hint of the poverty-stricken interior lands.  

Must sees include Tiananmen Square, the ghoulish piety of Mao's 
Mausoleum and the dank, dripping shadows of the Underground City of Qianmen  
35 km of underground warrens built in response to the threat of Russian invasion 
in 60s,  

Stay in one of the few remaining hutongs, old-style Manchu enclaves which 
survived Mao-era demolition. 

Best section of the Great Wall is see is Simatai - a symbol of tyranny, and 
pride and world-class achievement.   



While there visit Shaolin - the monastic home of Martial arts, where child 
monks ram javelins through their enemies and kick out at cloth dummies using 
techniques developed by imitating the breath and movement of birds and animals, 
as a form of exercise during meditation. They are a clear example of the Daoist 
principle seen throughout China that softness invariably overcomes hardness.  

Qufu - Confucius birthplace.  
Taoshan pilgrimage route beside Tai’an.  The most revered holy mountain 

of Taoism.  
The new Olympic buidlings and the airport must be seen, and the CCTV 

Building: each 40-storey, 60-degree-leaning tower turns dramatically at the bottom 
and top, forming a single loop -, with more floor space than any other single 
structure save the Pentagon. 
 

 

 


